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Abstract
This article explores old and emerging socio‐spatial imaginaries and uses of Rotterdam’s Makers District. The district com‐
prises two urban harbors—Merwe Vierhavens and Rotterdamsche Droogdok Maatschappij—historically in use as bustling
trade, storage, and ship yarding nodes of the city’s port activities. At the turn of the millennium, technological advance‐
ments made it possible tomovemany port‐related activities out of the area and farther out of the city, gradually hollowing
out these harbors’ port‐related economic foundations and opening opportunities for newuses and imaginaries. This article
traces the transition by detailing how the boundary between the city and the port has becomemore porous in this district.
It does so by offering original empirical evidence on the flows of users in and out of the area in recent years, based on
location quotients, while also applying a content analysis of the profiles of companies and institutions currently inhabiting
and working in these transformed port‐city spaces. On the one hand, the results show how the ongoing port‐city transition
in Rotterdam’s Makers District combines carefully curated interventions and infrastructure plans seeking to progressively
adapt the area to new purposes, while maintaining some of its former functions. On the other hand, they highlight the
pioneering role of more bottom‐up initiatives and innovative urban concepts, springing from the creative industries and
maker movement. The article offers insights into the emerging uses and imaginaries attached to the district, while also
showing the resilience and adaptation of port legacies.
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1. Introduction
Port‐cities hold a special place in urban planning, due
not just to their topological positioning at the boundary
of sea and land, but also to the socio‐technical transi‐
tion challenges they have been—and continue to be—
presentedwith. The port‐city interface, that is the spatial,
social, and economic overlap of port and urban functions
(Hesse, 2018), has changed drastically in the last century.
The changing port‐city interface offers a vantage point
from which to observe post‐industrial dynamics and pro‐
cesses of reindustrialization, and to assess the extent to
which they provide more locally embedded and socially
inclusive forms of economic development (Grodach &
Gibson, 2019). In this optic, waterfront regeneration
projects, accelerated in recent decades by the desire
to attract creatives and knowledge workers and accrue
socio‐economic gains, have given new purposes to areas
where functional port activities were in retreat—yet they
have often been coupled with controversial outcomes
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and concerns over commercialization, marginalization of
communities, and standardization of uses (Jones, 2017;
Smith & Garcia Ferrari, 2012). More recently, impera‐
tives relating to decarbonization, digitalization, and the
circular economyhave set new challenges andopportuni‐
ties for port‐cities, changing spatial demands and adapta‐
tion needs for businesses and city planners (Gladek et al.,
2018; Van den Berghe & Vos, 2019).
In the port‐city of Rotterdam, the neighbourhoods
designated under the umbrella term ‘RotterdamMakers
District’ offer a prime location from which to explore
how the port‐city interface is evolving, and how the city
is regenerating its waterfront while also approaching a
return of manufacturing to the city. In fact, the creation
of this district in 2018 is closely interlinked with the
recent history of the changing relationship between port
and city. Historically in use as bustling trade, storage, and
ship yarding nodes of the city’s port activities, theMakers
District is part of the second wave of urban redevelop‐
ment of the city of Rotterdam which kicked off in the
early 2000s (Aarts et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows a map of
the area and its location in the port‐city of Rotterdam.
At the turn of the millennium, technological advance‐
ments made it possible to move many port‐related activ‐
ities out of the area and farther out of the city, gradu‐
ally hollowing out these harbors’ port‐related economic
foundations and opening opportunities for new uses of
the area.
As with many areas that experienced a retreat of
port activities, “becoming ghost districts, challenges to
urban development” (Hein, 2016, p. 429), similarly this
district did not just lose its livelihood, but in part its
sense of seaport identity (Kermani et al., 2020). Today,
theMakers District redevelopment is coupledwith ‘imag‐
inaries’ (Jessop, 2012) defined as frames that capture
actual and aspirational accounts of the area’s transfor‐
mation. In the case of the Makers District, such imag‐
inaries capture an area striving to become the heart
of innovative manufacturing industry in the city (Port
of Rotterdam, 2018). Moreover, both areas fit into the
CityPorts’ vision of incorporating a role for the cre‐
ative class “as pioneers who acknowledge the quality
of a newly developed area or characteristic heritage
site” (Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij Stadshavens NV, 2005,
p. 82; see also Stadshavens Rotterdam, 2009). Yet the
two neighbourhoods within the Makers District display
variations in their imaginaries. While Merwe Vierhavens
(M4H) is home to “pioneering and artisanal manufactur‐
ing firms…creative entrepreneurs and companies in the
eco‐manufacturing industry”, Rotterdamsche Droogdok
Maatschappij (RDM) is the “hotspot for innovation in the
port” (RotterdamMakers District, 2021a, 2021b). As the
area vision and its implementation unfold in the area,
the maritime identity and water‐related heritage values
have been highlighted as important connectors in urban
renewal and redevelopment (Kermani et al., 2020).
In this article, we explore how old and new func‐
tions and jobs have evolved in the area now designated
as Rotterdam Makers District, in order to gain insights
into port‐city transitions and the ‘purposive adaptation’
(Tomlinson & Branston, 2014) of the former maritime
cluster, whereby we show how the area has adapted
to exogenous change (in particular, the decline of tradi‐
tional port activities) and diversified its profile, including
sectors with higher urban value. In so doing, we assess
how the evolution of jobs aligns with fulfilling the policy
imaginaries for the area. Few studies have integrated the
study of port transitions at the level of spatial claims on
space, but also imaginaries of the future (see Grodach
& Gibson, 2019). The Makers District offers a unique
setting for a fine‐grained analysis of transitions on the
ground, from the perspective of uses, flows, and imagi‐
naries. This leads us to the following research questions:
Towhat extent have the boundaries between the city and
the port become more porous in the area designated as
Rotterdam’s Makers District in terms of its spatial func‐
tion and the flow of port and creative industry users?
And how do old and new users relate to imaginaries of
the district?
In what follows, we first map the field of extant
research on port‐city transitions. We then set out the
empirical approach that has guided us in this investi‐
gation. Finally, we report on the results of our analy‐
sis. The article offers a longitudinal and contemporary
Figure 1. Rotterdam Makers District, located to the West of the city centre. The port industrial activities have expanded
westwards. Source: Figure by Erasmus UPT (2020), based on Publieke Dienstverlening op de Kaart (2021).
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snapshot of current business occupants of the district.
The results support the relevance of the conceptual lens
of porosity in urban planning (Wolfrum, 2018), insofar
as they show that the area’s transition can be typified
by the withdrawal of certain (port) activities, the persis‐
tence and innovation of others, and the arrival of new
activities and users. The article contributes to existing
literature that calls for a paradigm shift in waterfront
regeneration, aligning it to a more progressive and long‐
term planning agenda calling for more socially responsi‐
ble change (Jones, 2017; Stouten, 2017). Moreover, the
article offers novel data to substantiate the interconnec‐
tions of policy vision, legacy of the area’s former uses,
and new embodiments.
2. Literature Review
The relation between port and city has been the subject
of numerous strands of research over the last forty years.
In particular, the evolution of ports has drawn attention
to their implications on urban development, decline, and
reinvention—and to the underlying competition or coop‐
eration between port and city (see Witte et al., 2018).
We can distinguish three main contributions.
Firstly, the relation between port and city has been
the subject of research into integration of functions and
the potential conflicts whichmay arise fromoppositional
claims for space (Daamen & Vries, 2013; De Langen,
2006; Dooms et al., 2013; Parola &Maugeri, 2013). Such
studies have drawn attention to the underlying tensions
between the port as an economic engine, and the impact
of its externalities on the larger region, not least envi‐
ronmental impacts on noise and pollution levels, and
societal impacts on neighbouring communities (see Hein,
2016). Moreover, it raises the attention to the growing
complexity and diversity of the stakeholder interests at
play in port‐city interfaces. Research has looked at how
industrial and residential land‐uses can be combined,
highlighting the complexities of pursuing an innovation
agenda and attracting high‐skilled knowledge workers,
while also giving space to a diverse economic base includ‐
ing urban manufacturing (Grodach & Gibson, 2019; see
also Hill et al., 2018; Hill et al., 2020). Such tensions play
out against the background of a renewed optimism in
relation to entrepreneurial activities engaging in small‐
scale urban manufacturing that combines design and
production—often referred to as the ‘maker movement’
(Hatch, 2013; Wolf‐Powers et al., 2017). The movement
is spurred on by changes in consumption patterns and
a growing demand for customized items that are small‐
batch, locally sourced and produced (Hirshberg et al.,
2017). Making constitutes a strong component of the
imaginary of the Makers District, this research will thus
show how and in what ways it has become an integral
part of the area’s development.
A second strandof research emerged from the notion
of port‐cities as ecosystems (Hayuth, 1982; Jansen, 2020;
Witte et al., 2018). In this ecosystem approach, stake‐
holders and institutions in the port city strive to reconcile
economic and societal values, in a sustainableway. In this
perspective, clusters of economic activities are often
based on collaborative action and shared value creation
(Jansen, 2020). Recent policy strategies in Rotterdam
have sought to enable the emergence of an innovative
ecosystem in former port areas, for example through
acceleration programmes for port‐related start‐ups and
in refurbishing industrial heritage buildings into com‐
bined infrastructure of incubators, test facilities, and
sharedworking space (Witte et al., 2018). Improvements
to the quality of life in the city “became necessary to
seek high‐level headquarters and a high‐quality labour
pool” (OECD, 2013, p. 86). Our analysis therefore seeks to
explore how the notion of innovative ecosystem applies
to the area, exploring the collaborative spaces that are
present in the area and the types of emerging activities
they host.
Thirdly, and connected to the quality‐of‐life dimen‐
sion just mentioned, the port‐city interface has been the
focus of research on waterfront redevelopment and revi‐
talization (Bird, 1963; Daamen & De Vries, 2013; Hoyle,
1989, 2000; Wiegmans & Louw, 2011). Taking a histor‐
ical perspective offers insights into the spatial evolu‐
tion of the relation of port and city: Subsequent phases
of expansion and shrinkage, leaving behind port waste‐
lands, are closely connected to logistic and technical
developments in port processes and activities (Hoyle,
1989; Kokot, 2015). Maritime identities faded as port
and city moved away from one another, and as urban
functions started to move into disused port areas on
the waterfront near the city (Gordon, 1996; Hein, 2016).
Particularly since the 1980s, the revitalization of water‐
front areas, marginalized by the moving out of port activ‐
ities, has often set in motion processes of gentrification,
characterized by the upward mobility of land use values
and the subsequent social displacement and exclusion of
former residents (Lees, 2000). In the resulting port‐city
relations, while the pace of port expansion is seen as
slowing down, urban uses and functions have moved in
(Wiegmans & Louw, 2011). In Rotterdam, a number of
former port and industrial areas have become refash‐
ioned as higher‐end areas of consumption (Doucet et al.,
2011). Moreover, scholarship has shown howwaterfront
districts and harbour areas are particularly appealing
to creative and knowledge workers, for whom the dis‐
tinctive ‘look and feel’ of the neighbourhood in which
they chose to locate can pay dividends in terms of their
own positioning in a competitive market (Smit, 2011).
We thus seek to explore the newusers of the area, explor‐
ing the profiles of creative and knowledge workers who
have moved in, and emerging spaces of consumption.
Rotterdam’s Makers District lends itself to an explo‐
ration of the port‐city interface from these three perspec‐
tives. In doing so, we explore the reintegration of the
area in the productive heart of the city. The research pre‐
sented in this article is explorative in its ambition, using a
combination of longitudinal quantitative and qualitative
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data on companies in the area. The aim is to explore the
recent evolution of jobs in the area now designated as
theMakers District and to compare current and past uses
of the area, and to subsequently zoom into exemplar
buildings and facilities. In so doing, we seek to trace the
transition in uses, while assessing how observed trends
fit within the changing port‐city interface, and align with
policy aspirations and visions.
3. Methodology
In this article, we seek to explore the flow of port and
creative industry users in/out of the area, and to see
how old and new users relate to the policy vision and
imaginaries for the district. To address these questions,
the researchers collected data of companies which have
established in the area designated as RotterdamMakers
District, drawn from the Dutch LISA (2017) employment
dataset. The information retrieved included the number
of companies per sector, company address, and employ‐
ees per year for a time series of 2000–2017. The time‐
frame captures the area’s transition from the early pol‐
icy vision (Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij Stadshavens NV,
2005) to the spatial planning vision (Municipality of
Rotterdam and Port of Rotterdam Authority, 2011) and
the creation of denomination of the Makers District
in 2018. Data was restricted to postal codes, that cap‐
ture the geographical boundaries of the Makers District:
selected postcodeswithin NL‐3029 forM4H andNL‐3089
for RDM. To further demarcate the area, the researchers
further selected only those companies that are located
within the physical space of the Rotterdam Makers
District, in line with urban planning policy documents by
the municipality and port authority of Rotterdam. Based
on the companies’ standard business information (SBI)
code from the Central Bureau of Statistics, we then classi‐
fied them according to five categories. These categories
allowed us to explore the transitions in the traditional
port sector, while also exploring the extent to which the
area’s policy vision and imaginaries connected to cre‐
ative sectors and manufacturing were fulfilled. The five
categories are:
(1) Port‐related: companies with the SBI codes cov‐
ered by the Dutch Port Monitor (Erasmus UPT, 2020),
the annual monitoring report published by Erasmus
Centre for Urban, Ports and Transport Economics,
commissioned by the DutchMinistry of Infrastructure
and Waterworks, which provides insights into the
employment, business activity and added value of the
Dutch seaports;
(2) Creative industries and (3) information and com‐
munication technology (ICT): for these two categories,
we based our classification on the SBI codes used in
the Monitor Creative Industry (Media Perspectives,
2019). For the ICT category, one SBI code (2790) is
also included in the Port‐related category, following
the Dutch Port Monitor classification. Therefore, com‐
panies with this specific SBI code are considered Port
and ICT related.
(4) Manufacturing (other): for this category, we used
the ‘Industry’ SBI classification (Central Bureau of
Statistics, 2008), excluding any sectors that were
included in the port or creative industries categories
above. This provides a list of SBIs that we considered
as Manufacturing (other).
(5) Other: the remaining companies were combined
in the category ‘other,’ which includes the other sec‐
tors, such as wholesale (other), retail, car repair and
maintenance, and education.
Location quotients were calculated for the five cate‐
gories and two areas encompassedwithin the Rotterdam
Makers District (RDM and M4H), exploring their evolu‐
tion over the time period 2000–2017. The two areas
were considered separately, allowing for amore nuanced
analysis of the sectoral similarities and differences over
time, comparing them to the wider Rijnmond region.
The location quotient measures the concentration of a
particular business sector, clusters, or category of eco‐
nomic activities, relative to the concentration of the
same industry at a regional or national level. For example,
we can use thesemeasurements to see how the port clus‐
ters evolved in comparison with the rest of the Rijnmond
region. By exploring relative measures of concentration
of particular sectors over time, we can assess to what
extent new economic sectors have blended in with typ‐
ical port functions that have traditionally occupied the
waterfront areas.
Complementary to the longitudinal data, the
researchers collected qualitative data on a sample of 216
companies currently located in the district. The data was
collected via the websites of RDM, M4H Makers District,
makerspaces within the area (e.g., Keilewerf), as well as
company websites and profiles on LinkedIn. Data collec‐
tion was also complemented by several visits to the area,
to identify any companies not included in the above‐
mentioned sources. We compiled the information in a
single database, structured according to the following
information: name, address, date of establishment, com‐
pany size, facility used, sector of activity, tag line, and
‘about’ and/ormission statement of a company.We then
created word clouds using the taglines used by compa‐
nies in our database, to explore prominent themes and
activities per area, allowing us to compare the predom‐
inant features of the M4H and RDM. We then zoomed
into some of the areas’ iconic locations, exploring their
contemporary uses. In addition to the quantitative data,
this more qualitative approach allowed us to explore the
extent to which the companies located in these areas
and particular buildings fit within the imaginaries and
policy visions for the Makers District.
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4. Findings
4.1. A Makers District in the Making
The Makers District falls within the remit of the
Rotterdam CityPorts Development Company (Ontwikke‐
lingsmaatschappij Stadshavens NV, 2005), set up in 2004
by the Rotterdam municipality and the port author‐
ity with the goal of regenerating the area through
a mixed‐use strategy (Ministry of Infrastructure and
Water Management, 2010). The CityPorts spreads over
1,500 hectares (1,000 land, 500 water area), situated
on both sides of the Maas river, between the main
port in the west, the Delft delta technology in the
north, and the Rotterdam city centre nearby in the
east. It consists of four distinct port areas: Waalhaven
and Eemhaven on the south bank, Merwehaven and
Vierhavens on the north bank. The Rotterdam CityPorts
Development Company was tasked with organising and
realising the transformation of the city port into a sus‐
tainable combination of port and urban functions, reap‐
ing the economies of scale of accelerated shipping, while
also addressing growing demands for space for urban
economic activities and housing. The strategy was based
on a strong relationship between both city and port
developers, reflected in the CityPorts cooperative gov‐
ernance model, which operates as a limited company
with 50% shares for the Port of Rotterdam Authority and
Municipality Rotterdam.
Within the CityPorts’ transformation started at the
turn of the millennium, the Makers District material‐
izes the city’s ambitions to meet the challenges of the
new economy, developing a testing ground for future‐
proof innovative technical entrepreneurship and inno‐
vative manufacturing (see Table 1 for a timeline of the
area). A former shipyard, the redevelopment of RDMwas
intended to focus on new, small enterprises in the sec‐
tors of education, culture, and leisure, maintaining of
its neighbouring areas—the Heijsehaven—as an “Urban
Shipyard” (Ontwikkelingsmaatschappij Stadshavens NV,
Table 1. Timeline of key events in the area currently designated as Rotterdam Makers District.
Time Scope Milestone
1902–1996 RDM At shipyard RDM, 355 seagoing ships were built, of which 18 submarines
2002 RDM City Council decides to acquire RDM‐site and hand‐over exploitation to Municipal Port
Authority Rotterdam
2002 RDM Albeda College takes over company school from RDM
2004 RDM Corporatisation of Port of Rotterdam Authority, RDM‐site tran[3pt]sferred to Port of Rotterdam
Authority
2004 RDM/M4H Rotterdam CityPorts Development Company formally founded with aim to transform
CItyPorts area
2007 RDM Renovation of RDM engine room factory, by founding partners Port of Rotterdam Albeda
College, Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences
2008 M4H Opening of renovated Vertrekhal Oranjelijn as collective building for creatives
2009 RDM Innovation Dock in use for education by Albeda College and Rotterdam University of Applied
Sciences
2009 RDM Official opening Innovation Dock and Dry dock and former RDM headquarters
2012 M4H Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship established in Rotterdam Science Tower at M4H
2013 RDM RDM Centre of Expertise learning community launched
2014 M4H Opening Central Storehouse, as Innovation Centre for Sustainable Construction
2014 RDM/M4H Publication of the Maakstad Rotterdam by the municipality of Rotterdam
2014 M4H Start of Keilewerf initiative
2015 RDM Opening Submarine dock
2015 RDM Brand name RDM Rotterdam, which comprise RDM Business, RDM Campus and RDM Events
2017 M4H Opening Keilewerf II
2018 RDM Partnership agreement signed between Port of Rotterdam, Rotterdam University of Applied
Sciences and Technical College Rotterdam
2018 RDM/M4H RDM Rotterdam and M4H form Rotterdam Makers District
2019 M4H Municipality and Port Authority set out the spatial framework for M4H
2020 RDM/M4H Community Platform Rotterdam Makers District launched
Source: Rotterdam Makers District (2021a, 2021b).
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2005). Industrial heritage and characteristic port con‐
structions would be made available for temporary or
permanent spaces for start‐ups, creatives, restaurants.
On the other side of the river, the M4H port basins
were developed in the 1930s for breakbulk cargo (mainly
fruit and vegetables) which were handled with conven‐
tional cranes andmanpower. Up until the 1990s the area
was a bustling port area, but gradually these perishable
goods began to be shipped in temperature‐controlled
‘reefer’ containers, leading to a shift of port activities to
container terminals elsewhere in the port.
Following this historical overview, we now turn to
the findings derived from the analysis of location quo‐
tients of sectoral employment in the two areas of the
Makers District, drawn from the LISA (2017) dataset (for
the period 2000–2017, exploring the historic evolution of
the area’s profile). The findings are presented in Figures 2
and 3. The figures offer an overview of the location quo‐
tients for five sectors: Port, Creative, ICT, Manufacturing
(other), and Other.
The location quotient by number of jobs for the
M4H area point towards a number of trends (see also
accompanying map in Figure 4). First, we see a rela‐
tive decline in port‐related jobs compared to the wider
region (from over 2,5 times the regional average to
just under 2). The number of port companies has also
decreased. The type of port jobs also changed: We see
a decline in engineering and technical port‐related jobs,
cargo and fruit and vegetable handling and support
activities for water transport, while handling in drinks,
and manufacturing of chocolate and sugar confectionary
remain stable or grow. In 2004, while M4H was still a
logistics hub for handling of fruit and juices, the Port of
Rotterdampresentedplans to graduallymove this cluster
of companies to the south side of the river, atWaalhaven‐
Eemhaven. Indeed, facilities in the area were no longer
deemed suited to particular trade functions, resulting
in rising building disuse, area decline and impoverish‐
ment, and ensuing problems of social marginalisation.
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Figure 3. Location quotient results for RDM by sector classification. Source: LISA (2017; data from 2000–2017).
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Figure 4. Companies in M4H by sector, 2000–2017. The symbol size represents the number of jobs. Source: Figure by
Erasmus UPT (2020), based on LISA (2017) and Publieke Dienstverlening op de Kaart (2021).
infrastructure barriers causing heavy traffic which sepa‐
rated it from the rest of the city—however, it was trans‐
formed in 2014 into a shopping mall with a rooftop park
and citizen driven communal garden.
In the manufacturing category, which comprises
manufacturing jobs that are not port or creative indus‐
try related, we see an alternation of growth, decline,
and revival—yet generally the concentration of jobs in
these manufacturing sectors, as well as in the ‘Other’
category, do not diverge greatly from the regional pro‐
file. The number of ‘manufacturing other’ companies
shows a small increase—notably in the manufacturing
of furniture, interior construction, and manufacture of
business furniture, but also food processing (bread and
fresh pastry) and medical instruments. In the ‘Other’ cat‐
egory, we see a decline in municipality services (housing,
civil works) and non‐life insurance, and an increase in
jobs in secondary vocational education and adult educa‐
tion, medical services, and justice and judicial activities.
In 2015, the Erasmus Centre of Entrepreneurship moved
into the Science Tower in M4H, establishing itself as an
open and collaborative education and innovation setting.
Moreover, the area is characterized by a relatively stable
number of jobs in retail selling do‐it‐yourself articles and
equipment—which connects to the area’s maker profile.
The trend is different for the creative industries
though, where we see a location quotient increas‐
ing from 0,23 to 1,79 which shows an increasing
concentration of creative jobs relative to the pro‐
file of the Rijnmond region. Creative industries were
identified as important pillars of urban economic
growth in the early stages of the redevelopment (see
Rotterdam Development Strategy, 2005); while the M4H
area plan for 2009 identified how “creative pioneers,
entrepreneurs and developers” had set their sites on
the area, symbolizing the initial stages of an accel‐
erating area metamorphosis (Stadshavens Rotterdam,
2009, p. 17). Compared to the region, the area has
become attractive in attracting companies and related
jobs since 2014 shared facilities for creatives, such as
the Keilewerf, were launched. In 2017, M4H attracted
almost twice as many creative jobs compared to the
rest of Rijnmond‐region. Notably, we see an increase in
jobs in architecture, writing, graphic design, industrial
and product design, and marketing and advertisement.
Jobs in new creative sectors also appear, for instance
motion picture and TV programme production and sup‐
port activities for the performing arts. The ICT category
is less concentrated in M4H compared to the Rijnmond
region (0,5 times), with some upward trends in writing,
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producing and publishing of software, webportals, and
computer consultancy and support, while printing activ‐
ities are in decline. The number of jobs remained rela‐
tively stable in the period 2000–2017, while the number
of companies increased. Looking ahead, between 3,500
and 5,000 new homes are planned in the area by 2035
(Programmabureau Rotterdam Makers District, 2019),
ideally blending in with creative industries, makers,
and urban services facilities in an “versatile living‐and‐
working environment” (Programmabureau Rotterdam
Makers District, 2019, p. 4). The area foresees a mixed
crowd of young urban professionals, entrepreneurs, res‐
idents, city farmers, and visitors, coming together in a
test bed of the circular economy (Programmabureau
Rotterdam Makers District, 2019).
Our analysis of job evolution in the RDM area shows
a different trend compared to M4H (see Figure 3 and
map in Figure 5). In the early 2000s, the area had a
strong maritime profile, with around five times the num‐
ber of jobs in port‐related sectors compared to the rest
of the region. This concentration of jobs has declined
slightly over the period of observation (from 4,6 in 2000
to 3,5 times the regional average in 2016), but remains
strong. Meanwhile, the number of port‐related compa‐
nies increased in the period 2000–2017 (from 16 to
21 companies). Yet within this category we see a change
in the types of sectors over time; most notable is the
decline of jobs in the ship building industry. Jobs in
wholesale of chemical products, fuels, and other min‐
eral materials have also left the area. Cargo handling,
warehousing and storage, freight forwarding, and ship’s
agents remain rather stable, while we see a growth in
support activities for water transport (heavy lift, moor‐
ing activities), andwholesale articles for ships and fishing.
Engineers and other technical design and consultancy
area are also in the area.
The area has a relatively limited creative industry
profile, with the exception of architecture firms and a
foundation supporting sustainable housing. In ICTs we
found jobs in writing, producing and publishing software,
and manufacture of other electrical equipment—yet the
number of jobs and companies are marginal. It should
be noted that jobs relating to artificial intelligence, IoT,
and additive manufacturing that are present in the area
fall within other categories, notably manufacturing or
‘other’ (e.g., IoT under education). In the ‘manufacturing
(other)’ category there is a furniture maker. In the ‘other’
category, we see a growth in non‐university higher
education and other (vocational) education institutions
and related services, including business education and
Figure 5. Companies in RDM by sector, 2000–2017. The symbol size represents the number of jobs. Source: Figure by
Erasmus UPT (2020), based on LISA (2017) and Publieke Dienstverlening op de Kaart (2021).
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training. Indeed, the collaboration between Rotterdam
University of Applied Sciences and Albeda College in
2007 was the start of the education campus at RDM.
With its arrival, RDM gained a campus for technical voca‐
tional and higher education in the domains of mechani‐
cal engineering. In 2005, RotterdamUniversity of Applied
Sciences set up a joint venture with the Shipping and
Transport College for nautical education. This collabora‐
tion was strengthened in 2011 with the establishment
of the Rotterdam Mainport Institute, which in turn gave
a strong impulse to the learning community Center of
Expertise ‘Sustainable Mainport Innovation.’ The RDM
Center of Expertise offers modern ‘context‐rich’ learn‐
ing environments, where experimentation at the cross‐
roads of education, research, and business is stimulated.
Apart from this strong focus on education, the ‘Other’
category shows some dynamism in the area, with many
new types of activities appearing in the area in the period
2014–2017, for example management and business con‐
sultancies and employment agencies. In this category we
also see the phasing out of certain wholesale and road
freight transport activities.
4.2. Urban Experimentation in Old Buildings
In her seminal work The Death and Life of Great
American Cities, Jacobs (1961/1992) purported that inno‐
vative ideas require old buildings to thrive; innovative
ideas are risky, and new, dedicated facilities would
enhance that risk. This dynamic is seen as at the heart
of artist‐led urban regeneration of dilapidated and run‐
downneighbourhoods. Urban experiments need “a good
lot of plain, ordinary, low‐value old buildings, includ‐
ing some rundown old buildings” (Jacobs, 1961/1992,
p. 187). In the Makers District, we see Jacobs’ inkling in
action: disused, wharf buildings are populated by new
users, who give the spaces new purposes and function‐
alities, often with a collaborative ethos.
An analysis of the taglines of companies located in
the Makers District in 2021 sheds further light on the
transition the area is undergoing (see Figures 6 and 7).
The making ethos of the area translates in frequent
words such as design, make, work—which are common
across the two areas. Zooming in onM4H, other frequent
words include reference to work settings such as stu‐
dio andworkshops, materials including wood and plastic,
and product and projects, from furniture to art. In RDM,
business and economic sector‐oriented terms are more
frequent, such as company,market, service, and industry.
Innovation and training are also frequent, while port and
offshore connect more clearly to the area’s past. To take
a closer look at the profiles of current occupants of the
area, we zoom into some of the key facilities with a dis‐
tinctive profile in the district. We provide a review of
their past and present uses, including creative practices
and urban manufacturing and connection to the port or
urban functions (see Table 2 for a full overview).
The Keilewerf complex is situated in M4H and
is constituted of two separate buildings (Keilewerf I
and II), totalling 6,000 m2 and around 80 entrepreneurs.
The Keilewerf was opened in 2014 in an empty wharf,
while the second was added in 2016. With the tagline
“The wharf where you can make anything/have any‐
thing made,” it is a complex where creative start‐ups
and entrepreneurs cluster and converge around shared
spaces, facilities and equipment. A 2019 publication pre‐
senting the Keilewerf and its history shows wide array
of almost 300 ‘werfers,’ some of whom have moved to
other premises and workspaces (Van den Berg et al.,
2019). Their profile is relatively young (predominantly in
the 25–35 age group) one‐person companies (Van den
Berg et al., 2019). Moreover, these makers work with tra‐
ditional tools but also with 3D‐printers, laser, and CNC
machines. The buildings are rented from themunicipality
and plans to demolish them after 2021, to make way for
new buildings, are temporarily postponed. In Keilewerf,
the port legacy is least tangible. Indeed, none of the new
users maintain a connection with more traditional port
activities—with the possible exception of companies
active in food production, given the area’s fruit‐handling
activities. Most occupants can be characterized as a mix
of designers and makers, some of whom have an orien‐
tation towards circularity. Most of its users are design‐
ers and producers, who prefer to work with (used) wood
and metals, but also industrial designers and interior
designers who have developed themselves into circular
entrepreneurs. They build their concepts and products
on passion for ‘vintage’materials they use and turn it into
something new. Users in this space also value transversal
collaboration, social inclusion, creative design processes,
Figure 6. Word cloud derived from M4H company
taglines.
Figure 7. Word cloud derived from RDM company
taglines.
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Table 2. Overview of users in Makers District key buildings.
District Building Professions Examples of company taglines
M4H Keilewerf I Artists, — “Design+Making” (Studio Met)
architects, — “Artisan and contemporary” (Bink Meubel)
engineers, — “Interior design, vintage sales” (De Verbaasde Ree)
designers, — “Hackerspace in Rotterdam” (Pixelbar)
software — “Look and feel design” (Albert Potgieter Design)
engineers — “Digital design and production” (Letolab)
M4H Keilewerf II Artists, — “Electric navigation, silent, sustainable, carefree” (Taurus boats & Tenders)
architects, — “We. Design. Create. Work. Fix. Chaos” (We.Umbrella)
industrial — “From the bottom of my city” (Bakkie Trots)
designers, — “To understand the culture you must live it” (KAVVA)
manufacturers, — “Explorations in matter and space” (Studio Iwan Pol)
visual artists, — “An iconic piece of Rotterdam at home” (The Talk of the Town)
educators,
small retailers
M4H Rotterdam Artists, — “The future of Maritime Innovation starts here” (PortXL)
Science software — “All you need for a complete lab” (LabHotel)
Tower engineers, — “We develop people in their entrepreneurial competences with the
industrial academic knowledge and network of Erasmus University Rotterdam.”
designers (Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship)
M4H Vertrekhal Architects, — “We design and develop meaningful and sustainable breakthrough
Oranjelijn engineers, products” (Spark Design and Innovation)
researchers, — “We partner with founders and companies to design and develop digital
software products” (Awkward)
engineers, — “Pure ingredients artisanal made” (Jordy’s Bakery)
small retailers — “Quality coffee in an iron packaging” (Santas Koffie)
RDM Dokloodsen Artists, — “Creative, problem solving, innovative” (De Timmerij)
energy — “We raise awareness on renewable energy in an interactive, educative and
engineers, fun way” (Energy Floors)
designers — “The inspiration spot for architects and designers where aesthetics and
sustainability meet” (ICDUBO)
— “Designers and furniture makers” (Maatwerk Interieurs)
RDM Innovation Software — “Fuelling possibilities” (Arktura)
Dock engineers, — “Challenging architecture” (Studio Rap)
designers, — “Metal parts on demand” (Ramlab)
manufacturers, — “Provides sustainable 3D printing services and 3D printers in stone like,
educators durable and sustainable materials.” (Concr3de)
— “Resilient realism. Sustainable building on water (Publek Domein
Architecten)
— “Innovative small wind turbines, ebike charging and distributed energy”
— “Leading in simulation and virtual solutions” (Vstep)
— “Boost your workforce and reduce risks of injuries using exoskeleton
solutions” (Skelex)
— “Making autonomous shipping a reality” (CaptainAI)
— “Aerial inspections and data engineering” (Dutch Drone Company)
RDM Medische Industrial — “Connects and renews the industry” (iTanks)
Dienst designers, — “Pressure calculations for pipeline components and equipments” (Red‐Bag)
marketeers, — “The force is yours” (McNetiq)
engineers — “Simply lifting high” (Tetrahedron)
— “Online marketing in the port of Rotterdam” (PortAble)
— “Lead generation marketing for the maritime industry” (Kelson)
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Table 2. (Cont.) Overview of users in Makers District key buildings.
District Building Professions Examples of company taglines
RDM Scheepsbouw Marine — “Your global partner for integrated rigging and mooring solutions” (Franklin
loods engineers, Offshore)
educators — “Largest technical vocational college in Rijnmond region” (Technical College
Rotterdam)
Notes: Dutch taglines have been translated into English by the authors. Information on the companies and taglines were drawn from
area and company websites and LinkedIn.
and contributing to an inclusive and sustainable society.
The societal innovation component is also noticeable
in the open character of some of the spaces, where
publics of all ages are welcome for workshops for re‐use
and upcycling of construction materials (e.g., Buurman,
De Bouwakademie). In addition to makers, Keilewerf I is
also the place where you can find a higher number of
artists compared to the other spaces. Keilewerf II is also
an incubator for creatives. Companies here are relatively
young (seven years on average). Keilewerf is home to a
number of entrepreneurs who value sustainability, dura‐
bility, and circularity. They use with a mix of materials:
recycled plastics, textiles, glass, and use a variety of tech‐
niques from sculpturing, laser, and 3D printing. Other
entrepreneurs have design studios, engaging in multi‐
disciplinary work. Beyond the Keilewerf, M4H houses
numerous other companies that share a similar creative
ethos and attention to social innovation and circularity.
Some entrepreneurs are very explicit on their principles
and strive for zero waste, a circular adaptive and sustain‐
able society, clean air, water, and energy.
A historic and protected landmark in M4H is the
Vertrekhal Oranjelijn, with its rich history as location
of Thomsen’s stevedoring company. After decades of
being disused, the municipality of Rotterdam acquired
the building in 1990 and sold it again in 2003 to an
entrepreneur with ambitions to set up a coffee roast‐
ing company. At present the building is a relatively
small facility and has a similar profile to Keilewerf I
and II, housing food companies, design, and architec‐
tural firms. The Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship is
a key user of the Rotterdam Science Tower and has the
ambition to support the development and acquisition of
academic and entrepreneurial competences. The other
high‐profile tenant of the Science Tower is PortXL, an
accelerator founded by the port of Rotterdam. PortXL
offers facilities and opens up an ecosystem of investors
and corporate partners to accelerate innovations in the
port and maritime industry.
Of all the buildings in Rotterdam’s Makers District,
the Innovation Dock in RDM is possibly the most the
‘port‐related,’ while also housing many relatively new
companies. Compared to creative spaces in the M4H dis‐
trict, the entrepreneurs at RDM are more into design‐
ing and developing concepts for industry. The products
which are developed here are a mix of digital solutions—
Artificial Intelligence for autonomous applications in
(underwater) drones, internet of things technology,
robotics—and innovative materials, e.g., by use of addi‐
tive manufacturing. RDM also provides a base for inno‐
vative makers who have outgrown the phase of crafts‐
men or ‘makers,’ such as the scale up of Ampelmann and
Franklin Offshore. Users of this space value sustainability
and are keen to use computer and internet‐based engi‐
neering to build their solutions. The building atMedische
Dienst is a smaller space with a relatively strong port her‐
itage. The building used to accommodate the shipyard’s
health services—but the only connection to its former
use is now in its name (Medical Service building). Users
of this space develop services and solutions for the port
industry, often using web‐based marketing, solutions,
and software. The companies who find aworkspace here
have a connectionwith iTanks a network innovatorwith a
strong network in the port industry. Core values are inno‐
vation, technology, solution‐driven, and a strong focus
on the port industry.
5. Conclusions
This article sought to answer the following research ques‐
tions: To what extent have the boundaries between the
city and the port become more porous in the area desig‐
nated as Rotterdam’s Makers District in terms of its spa‐
tial function and the flow of port and creative industry
users? And how do old and new users relate to imaginar‐
ies of the district? To answer the questions, we relied on
a combination of quantitative and qualitative dataset of
companies, capturing the recent evolution of the area’s
economic profile. Our analysis of sectoral employment
data from 2000 to 2017 (LISA, 2017) shows that the
area’s evolution can be typified a type of adaptation
that combines the persistence of traditional port activ‐
ities, the innovation of port activities, and the arrival
of new activities and users, in particular new creative,
manufacturing, and education profiles. Are we witness‐
ing a porous port‐city in the making, a carefully coordi‐
nated adaptive planning approach to blend in urban func‐
tions in former port areas? Indeed, the plans envision
mixed use of spaces by a variety of users, but to what
extent is it a deterministic process? Our data challenge
the separation of port and city that has been hypothe‐
sised and modelled in the past (see, for instance, Bird,
1963; Charlier, 1992; Hoyle, 1989, 2000). Indeed, the
Rotterdam Makers District as a waterfront area lends
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itself to an exploration of the tensions between and
competition amongport andurbanuses (Daamen, 2007),
revealing new forms of symbiosis and development.
Our data show that the port‐city interface transi‐
tion in Rotterdam is complex, and that even within
a single port‐city, distinctive trajectories can be found
when zooming into specific former port neighbourhoods.
The scale of retraction and redevelopment is also con‐
nected to the area’s former uses, facilities, and the poten‐
tial for reuse of skills and infrastructure. In RDM, the
decline of traditional port sectors has given way to an
innovative port industry, which protracts the area’s sig‐
nificance in the regional port cluster. Meanwhile, M4H
rapidly rebrands itself as an urban makers’ district, main‐
taining some links to its former past in produce han‐
dling. Our analysis of the occupants of the Makers
District shows some differentiation between areas (RDM
and M4H) and buildings within these areas in terms
of their port and urban orientation. While in RDM the
port‐industrial and maritime legacy live on in the iden‐
tity and sectoral orientation of numerous occupants (see
also Kermani et al., 2020), in M4H we find a clearer
integration in the urban fabric of Rotterdam. In this
area, we find that users project alternative imaginar‐
ies of the port‐city, that are less anchored in its past
and more oriented towards a more creative and socially
innovative practices, including societally‐engaged artis‐
tic expressions and small‐scale manufacturing that is
technologically advanced and often circular in its use
of materials. This area is defined not just by its experi‐
mental approach, but also for new connections between
education and business, collective learning, and shared
practices—the social innovation element is stimulating a
wider socio‐cultural shift in the city, encouraging alterna‐
tive consumption practices.
Overall, the Makers District in Rotterdam consti‐
tutes an ambitious and large‐scale port‐city waterfront
planning redevelopment, striving to combine sustain‐
able urban development with innovative manufactur‐
ing industries and creative entrepreneurship. At RDM,
the integration is taking shape as aims and objectives
of communities of practices integrate using the former
shipyard buildings as spaces for technical vocational
education, open spaces for experiments and innova‐
tion, often related to the maritime industry. The new
partnerships between educational institutions are not
only intended to adapt education to this age of rapidly
advancing technology, but also to enable pathways for
entrepreneurship, accelerating innovation and lifelong
learning. The evolution also shows interventions by pub‐
lic authorities and actions by private actors are taking
place simultaneously. Attractiveness is enhanced when‐
ever refurbishing of buildings are finished, combined
with marketing activities of carefully curated images set
by port‐city planners, but also by bottom‐up initiatives
by entrepreneurs themselves. The users gradually give
the spaces new purposes, whereby the port industrial
heritage buildings are the connectors between the old
and new, giving home to new imaginaries and thereby
supporting users in giving the areas new and authen‐
tic identities. The area’s transition appears to align with
the socio‐economic imaginaries defined in strategic and
policy documents setting out the area’s development
and ambitions.
The area embodies the city’s ambition to promote
the Next Economy paradigm (TIR Consulting Group,
2016), centred on collaborative, open, flexible produc‐
tion, enhanced by digitization and embedded in local
value chains. Our qualitative analysis shows that regen‐
eration strategies of Rotterdam Makers District to some
extent embody what Jones (2017) describes as more
socially responsible, innovative, entrepreneurial, and
integrated regeneration objectives. Yet our data does not
allow us to uncover whether such developments have
the inclusive nature Jones (2017) advocates. The area’s
location and attractive character open up a dilemma
for inclusive and progressive waterfront regeneration, as
the new users contend with rising demands for urban
space. In fact, the innovative and experimental nature
of the area contends with pressure on the housing mar‐
ket, whereby the target for 3,500 to 5,000 new homes by
2040 is largely to be accommodated in former port areas
(Hill et al., 2018). Someof themost vibrant and innovative
collaborative spaces in the area, such as the Keilewerf I
and II, are faced with an uncertain future in their current
locations. The RotterdamMakers District is often referred
to as a testbed for innovation for a more circular and
inclusive city. The real test will be whether the lessons
learned here can lead to sustainable business and social
innovationmodels that can both accommodate upscaling
of manufacturing by the new makers while also accom‐
modating diverse residents and uses in the area.
The article has some limitations, which future
research should address. To begin with, our quantita‐
tive analysis of data on jobs and companies goes up to
2017, while our qualitative data is contemporary. Our
data does not allow us to provide a quantitative analy‐
sis of employment from 2018. Secondly, while the cate‐
gories we use to analyse the data allow us to explore sec‐
tors dynamics in the area, distinguishing between areas
of activity that have been and are crucial to the area’s
development (port, creative industries, manufacturing,
and ICT) they also mean that some of the numbers are
too small to say something meaningful about particu‐
lar sectors, for example ICT in RDM. Moreover, future
analysis could also benefit from combining all manufac‐
turing activities in one category (including port and cre‐
ative industry‐related manufacturing), to gain a clearer
sense of the evolution of this sector in the area. Finally,
future analysis would also benefit from the integration of
land use data, allowing for deeper insights in the shifting
‘urban housing frontier’ in these centrally located water‐
front areas (Wiegmans& Louw, 2011). In this respect, the
two areas of RDM and M4H occupy very different posi‐
tions in relation to the city centre, the former being far‐
ther afield, on the south side of the river Maas.
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A port‐city transition is as complex as it is uncer‐
tain, especially because of the long‐time horizon.We can
argue whether the flexible, adaptive approach to make
the transition of port‐city waterfront redevelopment
works better than a plan‐led development (Daamen &
Louw, 2016), but by having a degree of urban porosity
allows for a process of identity creation that builds on the
port‐city’s past as well (Kermani et al., 2020). Moreover,
it takes time to set the right conditions for amore hetero‐
geneous category of urban industries vis‐à‐vis the former
more homogeneous port logistics industries. This may
suggest ambivalent plans and unclear approaches but
accepting some degree of ambiguity can be good for new
imaginaries to set root. This is especially needed when
transition processes, systems, and multiple interlinkages
between stakeholders and authorities are too complex to
understand upfront. The art of creating new imaginaries
is to collaboratively construct future realities for these
port city areas where people are pulled in rather than
pushed out.
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